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Model : TRIPOD TURNSTILE-PILLAR TYPE AV-TR-01 (L) 

Disclaimer: All images used are for illustrative purposes actual product may differ. 

 

 effcient, reliable products and services that meet the world class quality standards. CE certifed Tripod Turnstiles are compact 
in design and cost-effective entrance solutions. These are cutting edge solution that provides a combination of reliable mechanical as 
well as electronic restriction for unauthorized entrants. The unique design of turnstiles makes it easy to keep track of pedestrians 
entering into a facility. 
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TRIPOD TURNSTILES CAN BE INTEGRATED WITH READERS: 

 

* Biometric and Proximity card reader access can easily integrate with barriers. Both side entry\exit and either side 
entry\exit can be controlled. 

* In high security areas along with finger print\card, face identification is also required it enhances the security level of 
verification. 

* Entry\exit data can be managed, access can be controlled by connecting barrier with data management system. 

 

 

FEATURES :- 

* Housing & Barrier Arm: Splash proof SS 304. 

* Bi directional passage control. 

* Direction indication LED arrows are provided for easy access. 

* Unique arm dropping feature provides a fail-safe solution in case of emergency or power failure. 

* Cable or wireless control panel key over ride control for emergency situations. 

* Durability with minimal maintenance means years and millions of trouble free passage. 

* A switched-mode power supply (SMPS) is used which converts 230V to 24 V DC. 

* Automatic reset of barrier arms after each passage is also possible. 

* Easy installation & easy to incorporate with existing system. 


